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Lumberwhack: Defend the Wild for iPhone/iPad Release Next Week!
In this action-packed defense game you help Koko Kornelius, the coconut-throwing, adventurous monkey to
defend the forest from vicious, mustache-loving tree-cutters. Rescue a wide variety of animals and discover
unique items!
TSIM SHA TSUI, Hong Kong - Aug. 3, 2013 - PRLog -- Koloss Interactive, an one-man indie game
studio, is releasing it's first title Lumberwhack: Defend the Wild for iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch next week.
Lumberwhack combines the best elements from Side-scrolling and Action-Defense games into an own
unique experience.
66 FUN & CHALLENGING LEVELS
Choose your own unique path through forest, oasis, marsh, high mountains and deep into the toxic home of
the lumberjacks!
EXTRAORDINARY ANIMALS & SKILLS
Discover and upgrade the Smashback Gorilla, Punchbag Panda, Banana Magnet and more. All with there
own special abilities.
NOT YOUR AVERAGE TREE-CUTTERS
Battle gunslingers, parachutes, medics and more. Each has it’s own skills, so you’ll have to think fast and
plan ahead.
SURVIVAL MODE
Unlock Survival Mode and compete with your friends for who can outlast the vicious lumberjacks the
longest!
SHOW OFF YOUR JACK-WHACKING POWERS
Earn 40 achievements and brag about your score on Game Center and Facebook.
MORE COOL FEATURES
- Stunning graphic and beautifully animated characters.
- A non-linear campaign for greater adventure experience.
- Enhanced for the new iPhone 5
Read more at http://www.kolossinteractive.com/Side-scrolling-Defense-G...
Lumberwhack will be available for sale the 7th August at the iTunes Store (
https://itunes.apple.com/app/lumberwhack-defend-the-wild/...). The price at release will be $0.99.
http://www.youtube.com/embed/xKLzp12F2Mw
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Koloss Interactive was founded April 2013 by Clas Wineus. Clas is a swedish developer, but is currently
working and living in Shanghai, China. The last year and a half has been spent on the release of his first
title Lumberwhack: Defend the Wild. Clas is a former Web Developer, Designer and Art Teacher.
For additional information or press material visit http://www.kolossinteractive.com.
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